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EDITORIAL

Dear Seafarers,
While writing this editorial, our Fleetmanager Bernd Hartmann informed me about our Bulk-Carrier M/V BBC Neptune
rammed into a new built Containership M/V Delphis Gdansk
in Denmark’s Great Belt this morning.
Our M/V BBC Neptune was following M/V Western Boheme,
when suddenly a Container Ship, coming from opposite direction, destroyed the peace.
Check on YouTube (type “BBC Neptune” on Youtube.com)
and you can witness how sudden a peaceful voyage can turn
into a stressful navigational situation. The Master of M/V Delphis Gdansk even called on VHF and asked for permission to
pass starboard side. How would your navigators on board
handle this situation?
Due to the fact that the Briese News is nearly finished, while
this incident happened, more detailed information on this
case will be given in the next Briese News and / or through a
Nautical Circular in due course.
Whereas we face operational challenges, we work hard to
modernize our fleet. Recently a number of our older vessels
have been sold, so we and our financiers can invest into future vessels. We decided to order another four more vessels
for Briese Chartering (OTECO type) so now we have seven
vessels on order for Briese Chartering. Besides our company
has signed newbuilding contracts for two more “Jan” types
(12.500dwt vessel with 2x250t cranes and modern MAN electronic G-type engines) for BBC. Also we are still awaiting M/V
BBC Russia to join our fleet before the World Soccer Cup in
Russia starts in June. Beginning of this year Briese was also
able to take over another four Heavy Lift Ships (M/V BBC Amethyst Types) from shipping company Bockstiegel. In the next
24 months we will see at least 13 modern vessels joining our
fleet so we can defend our position in our heavy lift and project cargo market.

Wilke Briese
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HEADQUARTER PRESENTATION

Briese Group Headquarter
A brief overview
Along the river Leda our headquarter is located in a small
town called Leer, near the North Sea Coast. After Hamburg,
Leer is the second biggest location for shipowners in Germany. 225 employees are working ashore for Briese and BBC to
ensure a smooth operation of our vessels together with you.

in order to support the crew during engine overhauls, LSA
inspections and other technical matters. In addition to this
they take care of the repair and overhaul of different spare
parts in our own workshop which is located close to the
head office.

Next to the Inspection, Workshop, Purchasing, ISM/ISPS,
Crew Management, Chartering and Operating Department
also other commercial or administrational departments like
Finance & Accounting, Wages, Insurance, General Administration, Newbuildings, Sale and Purchase, Travel Management and IT Department exist.

Purchasing Department: Working closely together with
the Inspection the Purchasing is responsible for ordering
spare parts and forwarding them on board. Also any orders
from board are treated here.

In the following we will briefly introduce the tasks and
responsibilities of each department:
Inspection Department: There are many diverse duties
handled by the colleagues in the Inspection Department.
Support in regards to various nautical and technical questions, planning and coordination of surveys / services, drydock planning and execution, inspections on board, communications with makers etc. are only a brief overview of
their tasks.
Workshop: As a part of the Inspection Department our colleagues from the Workshop often perform visits on board
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ISM/ISPS Department: This department deals with the
management of IMO regulations in our company and they
ensure that our vessels perform well in audits and assist you
in any issues concerning safety and security matters.
Crew Management: Planning and travel arrangements for
our crew are handled by different crewing groups. Moreover performance reviews and training are managed here.
Chartering Department: Chartering and brokerage is only
the first step on a process being performed - all requirements related to the realization of shipping cargoes are
specified in customer´s inquiries. During the preparation of
quotations the requirements are evaluated and their feasibility is planned. The Charter Party finally fixes the agreed

View of town-hall of Leer

Location of Leer in Germany

terms of service provision. Finally, all cargoes must be coordinated and placed to the vessels, meeting the required
dates and customers´ plans accordingly.

Controlling is the important link between the past and the
future. Income, costs and finance numbers and structures
are to be checked against budgets. The results are basis for
future budgets and planning for the fleet and new projects.

Port Captains: To meet all requirements of the customers,
our Port Captains arrange solutions to choose the vessel
being most suitable for the intended cargo. They create a
concept including stowage plan, lashing arrangements and
additional hints to the vessel for a good performance.
Operating Department: Scheduling vessels and the organization concerning the sea transport of fixed cargoes are
the daily task of the Operating Department. The operators´
work is essential to offer good service to the customers. By
managing the close co-operation between office, vessel and
agencies as well as customers, the operators are the switchboard of all information which must be transported to the
different parties.
Quality Management, Claims Handling and Administration:
To keep a certain standard and to handle all additional requirements concerning Briese Chartering, a Quality Management
System has been established. Also possible arising claims of customers on cargoes, or general requirements of authorities, organizations etc. are handled by one person at Briese Chartering.
Finance Department: About 40 colleagues work in the Finance Department at the Headquarters in Leer.
Four groups working together in close cooperation:
Accounting is the largest subgroup. 16 colleagues prepare
the accounts for fleet vessels and operating companies, including maintaining of incoming and outgoing invoices. The
objective is taking care of financial statements and all statutory requirements. Bookkeeping is the basis for all reports
and information processed.
Finance Management is the communication link to our
banks. Therefore loan administration; treasury and calculation of new projects are main parts of the day to day work.
Asset Management is the information source for stakeholders, e.g. equity holders and others. Preparing reports, mailings
and being in face to face contact are main parts of the tasks.

Wages Department: All financial transactions related to
seafarers’ employment within the Briese Group are controlled by the Wages Department; beyond that the colleagues take care about monthly accounting of wages, social
security and tax matters for all seafarers in the Briese-fleet,
application/administration of subsidies in connection with
sea personnel and reporting of cost situation of one-shipcompanies periodical to Briese management.
Insurance: 24/7 handling of all legal & claim matters covering Protection & Indemnity, Hull & Machinery, Freight, Demurrage & Defense, Loss of Hire and more. They render assistance on these topics for all internal departments as well
as for the entire Briese fleet.
General Administration: The Administration Department
takes care of ship registration, sale and purchase of ships,
human resources, building management, CEO assistance
and general administrative tasks.
Sale and Purchase Department: Dealing with prospective buyers and scouting the market for potential second hand vessels.
Newbuilding Department: Planning, initiation and project
management of newbuilding vessels from first idea thru
delivery by shipyard with the aim of providing most suitable and competitive cargo carriers for charterers as well
as safe, reliable and comfortable ships for our seafarers is
their main task.
Travel Management: These colleagues are arranging business trips for office staff, for instance Superintendents or
Port Captains, to visit our vessels.
IT Department: This department is taking care of the digital
infrastructure ashore and on board to ensure stable communication and information flow. Furthermore they are
developing tailor-made software solutions for in-house use.
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NEW ISM DOC COMPANIES

New ISM DOC Companies
A new mission is going to start, respectively just started.
As everybody knows, Briese Schiffahrts GmbH & Co. KG, as
parent company, is the nominated „entity who is responsible for the operation of the ship“ as per ISM Code El. 3.1.
Following a serious MARPOL incident in March 2015 it was
decided to found new ISM DOC companies and to divide the
entire fleet to these respective DOC holders. The transfer
into the new companies will be done in sequence when the
audit windows for ISM / ISPS or MLC are open anyway.
The name of the new DOC Holders are:
„Briese Heavylift GmbH & Co. KG“ and
„Briese Dry Cargo GmbH & Co. KG“.
Geared vessels having a crane capacity of 80mt each or
more will be transferred to the Briese Heavylift GmbH & Co.
KG while the remaining vessels; gearless or below a crane
capacity of 80mt each will be transferred to Briese Dry Cargo GmbH & Co. KG.
It shall be noted that a change of flag will be conducted for
the 6500mt group of vessels (M/V BBC Atlantic type). Those
vessels shall fly the flag of Portugal with homeport Madeira.
Flag changes are mostly scheduled within the time window
of the annual Class Survey, but it is also considered to carry
out the changes outside even.

The first vessel under the new DOC for Briese Heavylift GmbH & Co. KG was
M/V Sjard. The audit was conducted in Hamburg on the 2nd of February 2018.
Thanks to the Captain and crew for their good cooperation.
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Important to know is that:
• There will be no change in the content of the
ISM System, just the revision status changed to 0-2018
as we have to start from „zero“ with that companies.
• No changes to office staff that means DPA’s and CSO’s
remain the same, except for the German flagged
vessels it is planned to change the CSOs in due course.
• Generally for a change of Flag and/or change of
management (=DOC Holder) new SSP will be applied
for. Finally an in-house designed SSP is created and
approved for a couple of vessels. The new SSP will
be the biggest change for the crew on board.

Without any doubt, everybody will be kept well informed about the when and where. In case of any questions, please contact the Inspection Group or ISM / ISPS
Department.

BRIESE OFFICE

ONBOARD 360° TOURS

360 Degree Tours
New possibilities
The last years took technology to a complete new level. Photography and videography were also heavily changed within
this time. With 360 degree cameras it is possible to create
full panorama photos. From these raw panoramas, specialized softwares can develop virtual tours on screen or even
in a virtual reality environment.
All these technical developments have to be seen as huge
chances to benefit from. Thinking of the idea to have our
vessels digitally mapped, not only on plans, but also in an
interactive and photorealistic virtual tour, would offer great
possibilities.

New crew could familiarize with the vessel before their first
embarkation. Office staff can get a precise view on how the
vessel is structured and how single rooms look like. Customers or other external business partners could interact with
our vessels and get a better feeling for dimensions.
For the purpose of these benefits we will create more and
more 360 degree tours of our vessels to have a wide range
of vessels covered.
The beginning was made with M/V Jan in Antwerp where
nearly the complete vessel was photographed last November. Afterwards the tour was build.
Since it is running on HTML 5 any modern browser can access and run the
tour online on our homepage:
http://briese.de/360Tours/
MVJanAntwerp.html
Feel free to have a look on board.

Raw 360° panorama photo
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BRIESE RESEARCH NEWS

Briese Research News
R/V SONNE Open Ship
in Buenos Aires

New Ocean Science
Centre Mindelo

On January 11th, 2018 an Open Ship Event was carried out
on board the R/V SONNE in Buenos Aires organized by the
German Embassy in Buenos Aires and the German Research
Fleet Coordination Centre. Representatives from the Argentine Ministry of Science (MinCyT), the German Embassy in
Buenos Aires, the port authority and numerous universities
and research institutes of Argentina participated in the official opening ceremony (Fig. 1).

After two and a half years of construction, the new international research station – the Ocean Science Centre in the
city of Mindelo / Cabo Verde (OSCM) - has been completed
and opened. The project is a bilateral initiative of the cooperation partners GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel / Germany and INDP, the Cape Verdean National
Institute for Fisheries Development.
The Cape Verdean islands off the western tip of Africa have
turned into an important location for international marine
research in recent years. On and off the islands, German institutions operate observatories for ocean and atmosphere
research. In addition, numerous scientific expeditions have
started and ended in the port of Mindelo.

Left: R/V SONNE in the Buenos Aires harbor. Right: Official opening ceremony of
the OPEN SHIP Event January 11th, 2018 onboard R/V SONNE. From left to right:
Mariano Jordán (MinCyT), Alejandro Mentaberry (MinCyT), Sabine Kasten (AWI; Chief
Scientist SO260), Oliver Meyer (Master R/V SONNE), ambassador Jürgen Christian
Mertens (German Embassy in Buenos Aires) (Fotos copyright: MinCyT).

Between 11 am and 5 pm the R/V SONNE was open to the
public and about 600 visitors toured the ship and were informed about research and life on board. The high participation was remarkable, as there were summer holidays in
Argentina at that time and with a temperature around 38°C
it was one of the warmest days of the summer. Because of
the perfect organization by the ship’s command, the German Embassy in Buenos Aires, the ship agency AMI / Ultramar as well as the wonderful help of the crew and science
party, the event was a great success. The visitors showed
great interest in the ship and research.

So did as well expedition MSM69 of Research Vessel MARIA
S. MERIAN in November 2017. For the opening ceremony of
the new Ocean Science Centre on 14th of November 2017
the vessel arrived in time in Mindelo. The team of R/V MARIA S. MERIAN attended the ceremony with more than 150
guests and congratulated. After the opening ceremony R/V
MARIA S. MERIAN hosted the evening reception on board in
honour of the opening.
After the opening ceremony and reception R/V MARIA S.
MERIAN left Mindelo for expedition MSM69. For a period of
five weeks the scientists under the direction of Prof. Dr. Ingo
Grevemeye / GEOMAR focused on geophysical works in the
tropical Atlantic.

In the morning of January 12th, 2018 R/V SONNE left Buenos Aires on schedule in order to start research expedition
SO260.

Picture shows handing over a gift to the President of INDP. From left to right: Cordula
Zenk (GEOMAR), Prof. Dr. Arne Körtzinger (GEOMAR), Michael Maggiulli (System Manager R/V MARIA S. MERIAN), Captain Björn Maass (R/V MARIA S. MERIAN), Chiefmate
Ralf Peters (R/V MARIA S. MERIAN), Dr. Osvaldina Silva (president of the INDP), Carlos
Santos (German Honorary consul in Cap Verde)
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Captain’s Table 2018

Briese Award 2017

On 25th of January 2018 a “Captain’s Table” has been held for
Captains and Nautical Officers working within the Research
Fleet. The intention of the “Captain’s Table” is to bring together the on-board personnel, the shore staff and well as
clients from the scientific institutes to discuss about latest
issues and developments. This year 25 people attended the
“Captain’s Table” which was held at Hotel Hafenspeicher in
Leer.

Important “ecosystem services” of sandy sea
sediments on the trail

One of the highlights of this year’s “Captain’s Table” was the
visit of the Nautitec Shiphandling Simulator and Training
Centre / Leer in the afternoon. Nautitec is one of the most
modern Shiphandling Simulator Centres in Europe.
In cooperation with Nautitec Briese RESEARCH has currently
started to implement a simulation model of R/V SONNE,
which has now been introduced to the “Captain’s Table’s”
participants. The masters and officers were able to test
the simulation model on the diverse training bridges. It is
planned to use the model of R/V SONNE for training purposes in the future.

On the 07th of February 2018 the Briese Award for Marine
Research was awarded for the 8th time during a ceremony
held at the Leibniz-Institute for Baltic Sea Research (IOW)
Warnemuende / Germany. Winner of the Briese Award for
Marine Research 2017 is Dr. Soeren Ahmerkamp.
With the award the jury honored his research on oxygen
transport in sandy North Sea sediments and how it influences the activity of the bacteria living there. Dr. Ahmerkamp
combined laboratory tests, model calculations and field
measurements, for which he developed a special seabed
observatory. For the first time he was able to show under
field conditions that ripple structures of sandy seabeds
cause oxygen and nutrients to penetrate deeper into the
sediment than on smooth soils and thus better supply the
microorganisms. Not least because of this, sands play a particularly important role as a filter for nutrient inputs.
Donated by Briese Schiffahrts GmbH & Co. KG RESEARCH
and scientifically supervised by the Leibniz-Institute for Baltic Sea Research (IOW), the award for outstanding PhD theses in marine research is endowed with 5000,- Euro.

From left to right: Prof. Dr. Ulrich Bathmann (Director IOW), Klaus Küper (head of
Briese Research) and the award winner, Dr. Soeren Ahmerkamp.
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MEET THE CREW OF M/V ADIANTE

· Name: M/V Adiante
· Built at: Factoria Naval de
·
·
·
·
·
·

Marin, S.A, Marin, Spain
Delivered: 2009
Flag: Madeira
LOA: 89,50 m
Beam: 13,70 m
DWT: 4.672 mt
Trade area: Europe

Meet the Crew of M/V Adiante
After her voyage from Ellesmere Port to Figueira da Foz, Max Dreiling and Jann Peters from
Briese Crew Management met the crew on the 23rd of February 2018.

Following questions have
been asked during the
interview:
Where are you from? Please tell
us something about your home town?
2 Since when you are sailing in
general and when did you start
working with Briese?
3 What is your favorite Briese
vessel? Please explain why.
4 What do you like most about
being seafarer?
5 What is your favorite port?
Please explain why.
6 Which advise you can give to
young seafarers?
1
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Captain,
Victor Sezin

1 I am from St.
Petersburg – it is
Captain
my native city and
for me it is the most beautiful city. I
was born there, visited the school and
college – means I have spent all the
time of my life in St. Petersburg, since
I am living there for 63 Years.
2 I started my career with Briese in
the year 2002 as Captain. In total I
serve since more than 40 Years on
the sea and for 28 years I am working
already as Captain.
3 My favorite vessel is M/V Athos (Ex

M/V Antabe) since I have spent 13
years of my career on this beautiful
vessel. She had constant crew on
board and it was like coming home
when returning on board. The crew
was like my second family and I enjoyed it.
4 It is about the sea - not being at
same place every day, travelling
around the sea, see different countries and places, people and nationalities. Also I enjoy watching the sea,
since every sea has it owns color and
enjoy watching sunrise and sunset.
5 My favourite ports are English ports.
They offer me the opportunity to

practice my English and to enjoy the
English culture.
6 Enjoy your day and be romantic (e.g.
appreciate sunrise and sunset). Do
not think about bad things a lot, think
more about good things and enjoy
your vacation with your family.

Captain,
Nikolay Nikitin
Who was not on
board but as fixed
Captain was interviewed as well.

Captain

1 I am from Klaipeda. It is a small
quiet town that always fascinates visitors. There is some inexplicable charm
in it.
2 I am sailing since 1997. In 2009 I
started working with Briese.
3 I was lucky to work on such vessels
as M/V ANMIRO and M/V ANMARE. I
would say that they are my favourites
because they are quite modern and
comfortable for the crew. There are all
necessary amenities.
4 Being a Seafarer is a profession with
a huge number of advantages. But
most of all I like the fact, that I don’t
remember how many ports I have
already visited. It is so interesting to
see new places!
5 As for my favourite port, I think it
is Klaipeda. I like to visit my hometown after a long stay abroad. It’s a
wonderful feeling, any seafarer can
understand me. My working routine
continues but nevertheless I am in my
homeland. It makes me happy!
6 As for my young colleagues, I want
to give them advice: Be patient and
work hard in order to become real
professionals in this field. More and
more often I see how inexperienced
seafarers are trying their best to take
a higher position. But will they succeed in this way? I think no. Only the
presence of all necessary knowledge
and skills makes a person a successful
specialist. The famous Russian writer
Pikul said: “It’s better to be than to
seem” I believe that young people
should take these words for the rule.

Chief Officer,
Andriy Garbuzov

1 I was born in SimChief Officer
feropol and live actually in Simferopol
region. My city is very rich by history.
For me Crim is a very beautiful area.
2 I started my carrier in the year 1995.
With Briese I am already since 2002
and have in total 23 years of experience on sea.
3 My favourite vessel is M/V Andante.
I like this vessel as it is suitable for
several cargoes and I worked on M/V
Andante for 4 years (from 2009 –
2013) which means it was my largest
period on the vessel.
4 When I was a child I was dreaming
about to go to sea and now it became
true. To see the world with my own
eyes and to be in several countries
and cultures are the things I like most
in being a seafarer. The work on the
vessel is for real men.
5 I like all European ports; there you
have easy communication in respect
of operations and cargo in the ports.
6 Take care of yourself and pay much
attention to safety awareness.

3rd Officer,
Aleksandr
Sergeev

Chief Engineer,
Vasily
Mamenko

1 I am from Astrakhan city (populaChief Engineer
tion about 800.000)
which is situated in
the delta of the Volga River. The Volga
is the biggest river in Europe.
2 I have started sailing in the year
1998 and have already about 20 years
experience on sea. My career with
Briese I started in 2008.
3 M/V BBC Bulgaria is my favourite
since I have started my career at
Briese on it.
4 You do not need to wake up and go
to work since you are already at work.
5 I like Astrakhan as it is my hometown port.
6 Before you dismantle something,
please read about it first.

AB, Andriy
Yanchuk

I was born in
Maripol and in the
year 1998 I went to
Sevastopol where I
3rd Officer
live already about
20 years. I count
Sevastopol as „my“ city. Officially
Sevastopol is also called the City of
Seafarers. It has a lot of monuments
and playgrounds for children. This is
very important for me since I have a
daughter of the age of nearly 2 years.
2 In the year 2010 I started my career
at Briese as Cadet. Afterwards I did
five contracts as OS and now I am in
the positon of 3rd Officer.
3 I like simply every vessel.
4 I like travelling around the world
and of course the salary.
5 I like the port of Hamburg. As I
served on M/V Dette G, I was very
impressed when the vessel entered
1

the port of Hamburg first time. I liked
the spirit of Hamburg – harmonic mix
of old and new buildings.
6 Take care of yourself; you need to
be home healthy and alive.

1 I live in Crimea,
Sevastopol. I like my
city as it is a very
AB
historical city, with
clean water/sea and
beautiful nature around.
2 In total I worked 27 years at sea
already. My career started on fisher
and refrigerator vessels. Since 2007 I
work with Briese and my first contract
I fulfilled on M/V Milady.
3 My favourite was M/V Emma Janneke, I liked the friendly crew on
board.
4 At the beginning of my career I went
to sea because of “romantic”, but
things has changed as I got children
and salary became very important.
5 I count St. Petersburg to my favourites. It is a very beautiful and historical
port/ big city.
6 Learning, Learning, Learning! Newcomers are welcome in our Briese fleet.
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OS, Sviatoslav
Smirnov

MEET THE CREW OF M/V ADIANTE

1 I am from Chernomorsk which is
located nearby to
OS
Odessa.
2 I started to go to sea in 2015 and
this is my first contract within Briese
fleet as OS.
3 For me it is M/V Adiante, since it is
my first vessel within Briese Fleet.
4 The most I like in being a seafarer
is to travel around the world and of
course the good salary.
5 My favourite port is Haifa, Israel. It is
a very beautiful city. I have been there
two times and I liked it.
6 Keep on learning and improve yourself and practice.
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Cook,
Oleksandr
Nikitin

1 I am from
Oleshin, it is a city
Cook
in Kherson region.
The city is located in south of Ukraine
and it is a small town near to Kherson.
My town is rich of beautiful nature.
2 My career as cook started in the
year 2010. At all I have experience of 7
years at sea and I started to work with
Briese in the year of 2014.
3 Frankly speaking, I had a good time
on several vessels, so I have no special
favourite.
4 The most I like in being a seafarer,
is to have the opportunity to travel
around the world.
5 I like every port, but Kherson is my
favourite one as it is located near my
home town.
6 Love your job, be happy!

Engine Cadet,
Mykola
Kolisnichenko

1 I am from Kherson city, which is
Engine Cadet
also known as city of
seafarer. It is a beautiful city located
next to Dnepr.
2 My career with Briese started on
08.09 2017 and it is my first contract
at all.
3 M/V Adiante is my first vessel and
I get here a very good education and
experience.
4 I like travelling around the world but
also I like the salary as at my home
city you can’t earn such a money.
5 La Coruña, as it is very beautiful
town, I was there two times.
6 Never give up and trust in yourself
and your strength.

LIFE OF SEAFARERS

FROM GALLEY TO GALLEY

From Galley to Galley
This time featuring
Chief Cook Vladimir

Custard Buttercream Cake

Rzhevsky, on board
M/V Norderoog

Ingredients for cake:

· 8 eggs
· 1.5 cup of sugar
· 1.5 cup of wheat flour
· 1 table spoon baking powder

Ingredients for custard
buttercream:

· 10 egg’s yolks
· ¾ cup of sugar
· ¾ cup of milk
· 400 gr butter unsalted
· 1 teaspoon vanilla essence
Put yolks and sugar in saucepan and whisk
it together. Add milk and whisk it until combined. Cook over medium heat, constantly
stirring, just until thickened. Cool down the
prepared mix to room temperature. Whip
the butter in a separate bowl and mix for 5-7
minutes. Add 1 teaspoon of vanilla essence
and the prepared egg’s custard and whisk it all
together.

Preheat the oven to 180°C. Combine flour and
baking powder and sift it. At medium speed,
whip eggs for 3 minutes, add sugar and whip
it about 5 minutes more. Carefully add half of
flour mixture and stir it slowly, so that mixture
remains fluffy. Continue adding all flour step
by step. Put the dough into baking dishes and
bake about 30 minutes, until it will get brown
color. Remove cakes from the oven and let
them cool down. Cut each cake layer horizontally into two layers with a long knife. Place the
bottom of first layer onto the platter, put some
buttercream (keep some for the decoration)
on it and cover it with a layer of cake.
Finally decorate with remaining butter cream,
coconut and fresh fruit (kiwi, mandarin).

Enjoy your meal! :)
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APART FROM WORK

Apart from Work
This time we feature
“Sea’s Gardener”
Captain Rustem
Shaykhutdinov;
fixed Captain of M/V
BBC Germany

My name is Captain Rustem Shaykhutdinov
from Russia. I was born in Kazan, a city located
next to river Volga, which is the biggest river in
Europe. Now I’m living in St. Petersburg.
I started sailing as Navigator in 1985 after college, then serving in Navy Forces and afterwards I worked as Navigator in Baltic Shipping
Company.
The first vessel I joined in Briese Schiffahrt was
M/V Tanja in 1995.
My hobby with bridge gardening started on
M/V BBC Shanghai in 2005 and was meant as
a joke in the beginning. I found a few seeds of
cucumber on my plate during dinner and made
a deal with Chief Engineer that I will grow up
real cucumbers from that seeds.
No one believed me as it was only pleasure
talk but I found an old pot where I dropped the
seeds. After one week the first leaf appeared,
then another followed by even more and after
2 months I was able to make the first harvest!
Nowadays I am more professional as ‘’Sea’s
Gardener’’ able to grow up even strawberries and tomatoes.
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BIG CATCH

Big Catch
With this new cate-

Captain Trokhov
with a big Tuna
caught on M/V
Pride.

gory we would like
to share pictures
of one of the most
famous hobbies of

Captain Shaykhutdinov
fishing in Australia.

our seafarers, fishing. Many thanks
to everyone sending us pictures for
this issue.

Chief Engineer Pobeda
replenished the
stock of the provision store of
M/V Süderoog.

Cook Juanito Maming
from M/V BBC Congo
caught a big grouper.
The second picture
shows a delicious
meal he prepared
with same grouper
few days later.

OS Roman Cherkashyn with a coal
shark caught south of Australia on
board of M/V BBC Jade.

This big fish was caught by Wiper Aleksey
Bratchikov from M/V BBC Amber in Jebel
Ali outer anchorage.

Crew of M/V BBC Amber caught a big fish
during anchorage in Persian Gulf.

If you would like to share your biggest catches with others just send us your pictures with
a short description to following email address: briesenews@briese.de

OUR OBJECTIVE
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CADET‘S LOGBOOK

Cadet‘s Logbook
by Samuel Örn Thorsteinsson
Next six months on
the Containership
M/V Süderoog –
that were the breaking
news for me last
November when I got
the information from
Briese.

After three years nautical school in Iceland and
working mostly on oak boats for whale watching my interest extended to bigger vessels and
nautical management. I had no idea what to expect but I knew that being a nautical officer’s assistance apprentice (N.O.A.) would be quite different from my former work: containers on the
route between Europe and North Africa instead
of passengers and whales in the North Atlantic.
As the adventure was about to start, I decided to
write a sort of diary each day with the activities,
impressions and some experiences. The following extracts will describe the interesting start of
my nautical career, whereto it ever will lead me.

Day 2 - My first day on board:

I woke up as my alarm rang and I first had to
realize what was up to be. I arrived on board
after a long travel from my home in southern
Germany the evening before. The first day of
my six-month adventure was going to start and
I was curious about what was waiting for me.
The ship was at berth in Rotterdam harbour
but had to shift to another one as there were
more containers to be loaded. The biggest harbour in Europe and me there! From the bridge
I followed the shifting: I was impressed by the
accurate movements of the big ship, the loading of the containers, and the fluent teamwork
on deck where everyone knew exactly what to
do. Hopefully I can get a part of this team very
soon, was my thinking.
Very quickly a new challenge appeared: My spoken languages are Icelandic, German and English which is totally different from the Russian,
spoken on board. But with English and speaking with hands and feet and with a lot of patience it will work, I thought – and it did!
In the evening of this first day I was very tired –
what would it be like when we arrive again here
in Rotterdam, after the tour to Liverpool, Dublin, Tanger, Agadir and Portsmouth?

Day 13 - Arrival in Tanger:

December, 15 degrees and sunshine; A short
thought to Iceland – there it is winter and snowing. But now and here: the harbour in Tanger,
Africa.
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The last five days on sea without land view have
been filled with painting, cleaning and keeping
navigational watch on the bridge. Things that
are a part of the day to day life on board that
gave me time and opportunity to make contacts
with the crew – using hands and feet and English. For me it is good to see some land again.
My third stop in a harbour and again following
up with the operations on board when mooring,
discharging and loading containers. This time I
had the job to stand by the gangway and watch.
There is a good overview and again I realized
how important the fluent teamwork is as there
is no extra time
Just before departure another completely new
task was waiting for me: Stowaway search,
something that I had never really thought of.
At that occasion, I got the opportunity to go to
the compass deck and see the view from there
which was stunning, as the landscape in Tanger
is completely different from Iceland and Germany.

Day 16 - Christmas
day in Agadir:
Again, sunshine and warm
weather; Very different
from what I had thought
of few weeks ago. I had
never considered how
Russian seamen celebrate
Christmas – do they?
When and how? What will
be for Christmas dinner?

We arrived the day before in Agadir and finished the cargo operations there before starting the journey back to Europe. The town
Agadir and the mountains in the back were impressing. Again, gangway watch was my duty

er and higher, the ship was rolling more and
more. Eating breakfast was a challenge as I
had to concentrate also on sitting next to the
table. In my cabin everything moved, the chair,
my bag on the floor, the curtains swung from
one side to the other and back. Very quickly I
learned to fix my cabin for this kind of weather
and sea. Even sleeping was possible and I didn’t
fall out of my bed!
and searching for stowaways. It made me a little bit comfortable getting used to the routines
on board although my workforce is still in the
beginnings.
In the crew mess, the Christmas tree was standing. As Christmas is celebrated later in Russia
than in Germany it was more like an ordinary day
on board. In my cabin I opened my Christmas
presents and read all the postcards I got with me
on the journey; A very different Christmas.

Day 23 - The last day of the year:

Back in Europe at anchor outside of Rotterdam
harbour where we were expected not before
New Year.
When I started my work at 8 o’clock every morning it is ships time; doesn’t matter. But with the
change of the year it appears to be funny: The
Russian crew celebrated the New Year thinking to their families three hours before ships
time, two hours later the people in Rotterdam
celebrated and gave the New Year a colourful
welcome. Unfortunately, the foggy weather
hindered us to see all the fireworks. Finally, we
celebrated the New Year on actual ships time.
The year 2018 started and I wondered what it
will offer me.

Day 40 - Calm Sea again:

On our way, we cruised the Biscayan bay which
was kind of remarkable as the waves got high-

The view from the bridge was a very different
than what I had seen most of the days before.
Sea was coming over the whole ship; Incredible
how the construct of the ship is withstanding
the power of the sea and the crew managing
the journey through the waves.

Day 49 - In Liverpool:

It was three o’clock at night; I woke up by a
knock on my door. Had I been dreaming? Until now I had not been called out at night, but
I knew that outcalls would be on my schedule
in the future. I checked out the door: One of
the O.S. stood there and told me that my assistance was needed on deck. I hurried myself
to put some clothes on and headed on my way
to the deck. Probably the gangway watch, I
thought, but not this time.
In one of the holds the deck was covered with
nuts, which one of the containers had lost
when being discharged! An unbelievable view
but there was no time to lose as the loading of
the containers could not be continued before
the whole mess had been cleaned up. A new
lesson on the ship: Be prepared for unexpected
adventures!

Day 50 My third tour heading to Africa:

After leaving Rotterdam at this morning we arrived in Dublin, a morning with time off and the
opportunity to go to shore. Three weeks ago, I
had free time and been from board here to explore the city centre. Shopping, especially some
chocolate and some books, was on my plan.
But also feeling solid ground and see people
and buildings. I love the life at sea but seeing
the world is also fascinating.
Coming back this day to M/V Süderoog in Dublin harbour gave me a feeling of affiliation. Activities on the bridge and duties on deck are
getting more and more familiar, although there
are probably many more things to learn and experience. Yet there are still four months to go
and I look forward to it.
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MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE

Message in a bottle
It was probably the
first time for BBC
when they received
such very special
message.

A 14 year old girl from Norway named Trude
wrote them that she found a bottle post from
M/V BBC Vesuvius, dated July 22, 2016.
Trude was asked to tell a bit more about herself and her family and to send us a picture of
the original bottle post letter.
Unfortunately the sender could not been
found yet, but we keep on searching.
Nevertheless, we think it’s a lovely little story
to share.
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SHIPS IN OPERATION CHRISTENING M/V JAN

Christening of M/V Jan
Our Briese fleet
was fortunately
extended again by a
newbuilding named
“Jan” which was delivered in April 2017.

This 12.500 DWT vessel with 2 x 250 to cranes
was built at Jiangzhou Union Shipyard, China.
After China, India, Singapore, Malaysia, Peru,
Chile, Colombia, Panama Canal, Mexico, USA,
Iceland, Scotland, Norway and Latvia our M/V
Jan called Germany for the first time in Cuxhaven on 27th November 2017. This chance had
been taken to celebrate a beautiful christening
at Cuxhaven Steubenhöft with the godmother
Monika Roman, our managing director Wilke
Briese and their son Jan Briese who is the eponym of our nice vessel. Some Briese and BBC
colleagues and a couple of guests joined the
ceremony together with the crew of M/V Jan.
Despite stormy rainy weather the christening
ceremony worked great and Monika Roman
smashed at once the bottle of champaign at the
vessel’s bow. Afterwards there was the possibility to inspect the vessel.
The christening ceremony ended with a lunch
at “Havenhostel” in Cuxhaven where the guests
had the opportunity to see M/V Jan leaving Cuxhaven from the roof-deck of the location.
We would like to say thank you to the godmother, the great crew and all participants
who enabled this beautiful day.

Newspaper articles of the christening

Mr. Briese and
godmother
Monika Roman

Briese family with Captain Boykov
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Mr. Briese and his grandson Jan
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DRYDOCKING IN BRIESE COMPANY

Drydocking in
Briese Company
In 2017 Briese Schiffahrts GmbH & Co. KG
organized / realized 30 dry-dockings of vessels
worldwide, whereof four have been carried out by
our external Technical Management Companies.

There are different kinds of methods to dry-dock a
vessel. The most common ones for our vessels are:

• Floating dock

A large boxlike structure that can be submerged to allow a vessel to enter it and then raised to get the vessel out of the water.
The ship rests on the keel blocks that are placed on the tanktop
of the dock. Side blocks are used to keep the ship stable.

• Graving dock

A graving dock or excavated dock is closed using a door.
The dock floor slightly slopes towards
the opening. The vessels also rests on
keel and side blocks during dry-dock.

• Ship Lift

The ship lift consists of a platform and
below that a number of cradles. The
cradles are used to lower the platform
into the water. After this the ship navigates above the platform and the cradles will be lifted again. The ship may
then be moved horizontally over the
shipyard.

Source: http://www.brighthubengineering.com/naval-architecture/32659-drydocking-explained-types-of-dry-dock-methods/#imgn_8

This year 44 vessels of our fleet are due for a bottom
survey; whereof 28 vessels have to go into dry-dock and
for the remaining ones an in-water survey is planned.

In normal cases a vessel will be docked with no cargo on
board. It can happen that cargo is still on board due to an
emergency case, than docking can only take place in close
consultation with the classification society. The ship should
enter the dock preferably on even keel. A floating dock can be
positioned with the same trim as the ship.
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Bottom Survey
According to SOLAS Chapter 1, Regulation 10 every ship has
to be dry-docked. According to Class Rules Bottom surveys
are surveys of the outside of the ship’s hull below the deepest
load waterline and related items.
As per Rules for classification: Ships — DNVGL-RU-SHIP Pt.7
Ch.1. Edition January 2018 Survey requirements for fleet in
service bottom surveys have to be scheduled in accordance
with the due date, which is set at intervals in accordance with
the following:
• Two bottom surveys are required during each five-year
period of the classification certificate. One of these
inspections shall be conducted out of water. Other
intermediate inspections of the ship’s bottom may be
carried out in the water as in-water survey.
• The interval between any two successive bottom surveys
is in no case to exceed 36 months.
• The survey shall be carried out on or before the due date;
Time window is not applicable.
• One bottom survey shall be carried out in conjunction
with the renewal survey, i.e. not more than 15 months
prior to the expiry date of the classification certificate
In order to get a real life impression of a dry-docking we
asked one of our apprentices, Ralf Swart, to attend M/V BBC
Skysails during dry dock and take relevant pictures. M/V BBC
Skysails was the first vessel in dry-dock this year. The vessel
has been at BREDO shipyard in Bremerhaven for 2nd Class
Renewal after 10 years in service.
Dry-docking a vessel is an intensive topic which has to be prepared quite carefully from office and vessels side. Therefore
we also would like to refer to Nautical Circular N104 dated
11.9.2017 named “Dry Docking”, which includes information
on stability and checklist for dry-dockings.

Before an ordinary docking of a vessel is to be carried out
following items will be conducted in the office by the respective Inspection Department.
Time Schedule

Below picture shows the DNVGL platform where status of
the statutory and class certificates and audits can be monitored and survey / audit requests can be performed.

Workflow before dry-dock

Abt. 3 month Charterer to be informed about planned
dry-dock / agreement about date / time
done by Fleetmanagement / Inspection
Group
Final budget plan to be discussed with
Fleetmanagement / Financial Management
Abt. 2-3 month Vessel will be advised to prepare drydock job list
Check running hours of engine equipment
Order spare parts
Abt. 1-2 month Superintendent preparing ‘to do’ list for
dry-dock

Additional to the Class platform Briese Schiffahrt is maintaining an own in-house database called iBoss which is used
and maintained by the assistance of each Inspection Group.

Check of class conditions and deficiencies
(open items for dry-dock)
Request dry-dock tender in conjunction
with Fleetmanagement
Request Agency D/A
Abt. 1 month Book Dry-dock
Book Agent
Check spare parts deliveries
Request offers for on board service
engineers for engine, deck and safety
equipment components
Abt. 1 week Request on board services, radio company and class surveyor
Check spare parts deliveries
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Day: 2

Day: 3

Day: 4

Day: 5

During Dry-dock
M/V BBC Skysails arrived at BREDO Dockgesellschaft mbH
for dry-docking and class survey on 27th of January. Within
the German Dry Docks Group, BREDO is a competent partner for all ship repairs and alterations in the dock and is
located in Bremerhaven.

27.01.2018 / 10:30 hrs – EOSP (End of Sea Passage)
27.01.2018 / 16:25 hrs – Entering lock
27.01.2018 / 16:40 hrs – Leaving lock
27.01.2018 / 17:20 hrs – All fast at BREDO dock no. 4
After entering the dock the dock master is responsible for
the dry-docking. Before the dock is pumped dry, the ship
must be positioned in the exact middle of the dock.

Technical maritime services from one source
www.gdd-group.com, www.bredo.de
Technical maritime services from one source

bremerhaven-fischereihafen
www.gdd-group.com, www.bredo.de
docks & facilities

bremerhaven-fischereihafen

DI

DOCK I – 3800 t
• Clear width: 16.40 m
• Pontoon length: 116.00 m
• Draught:
D I 4.80 m
• Crane:
DOCK7.5
I – t/12
3800m,
t 5 t/20 m

docks & facilities

• Clear width: 16.40 m
D II• Pontoon length: 116.00 m
• Draught:
DOCK
II – 45004.80
t m
7.521.30
t/12 m,
• Crane:
width:
m 5 t/20 m
• Clear

cUXhaven-amerikahafen
Dock & Facilities
cUXhaven-amerikahafen
Dock & Facilities

• Pontoon length: 100.00 m
D II 4.50 m
• Draught:
DOCK II – 4500 t
4.5 t/15 m, 2.5 t/23 m
• Crane:
• Clear width: 21.30 m

BERTH

• Pontoon length: 100.00 m
D III
• Draught: 4.50 m

BERTH

DOCK
III – 7500
t m, 2.5 t/23 m
4.5 t/15
• Crane:
• Clear width: 23.90 m
• Pontoon
D III length: 158.00 m
DOCK III6.80
– 7500
m t
• Draught:
23.90
m m
• Clear7.5width:
t/12 m,
5 t/20
• Crane:

•

D III

D IV
D IV

D III

DI
DI

D II

D II
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BREDO ® Dockgesellschaft
mbH · Dockstr. 19 · 27572 Bremerhaven
®
Dockgesellschaft
mbH · Dockstr. 19 · 27572 Bremerhaven
Phone + 49 BREDO
471 7997
- 10 · info@bredo.de

CAPACITIES

7.5 t/12t m, 5 t/20 m
• Crane:
DOCK
IV – 12,000
width: 30.58 m
• Clear
D
IV
length: 170.00 m
• Pontoon
DOCK IV – 12,000 t
6.60 m30.58 m
• Draught:
• Clear width:
10 t/10
m, 5170.00
t/30 mm
• Crane:
length:
• Pontoon
SWL
60
t m
• Ramp:
Draught:
6.60
•

• Floating dock: 123 m long, 23 m wide
• Lifting capacity: Over 7000 t
CAPACITIES
Pier and mobile cranes with lift capacities
dock: 123 m long, 23 m wide
•• Floating

BERTH
• Ramp: SWL 60 t
• Length: 210 m
BERTHon Dock IV & SK1
• Crane:

400 m quay
• capacity
•• Rail-mounted
3000 m2 halltruck with 88 t load capacity
m quay
•• 400
Pipe-working,
carpentry and metal workshop
m hall water jet systems for cleaning
•• 3000
High-pressure

•

Crane: 10 t/10 m, 5 t/30 m

•

Length: 210 m

SK1 • Crane: on Dock IV & SK1
SK1 – 150 t
SK1
crane, self-propelled
• Floating
SK1 – 150 t
capacity:
t, 30 t, 10 t
• Lifting
crane,150
self-propelled
• Floating

•
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Pontoon length: 158.00 m

• Draught: 6.80 m
D IV

Lifting capacity: 150 t, 30 t, 10 t

of up to
8 tons Over 7000 t
capacity:
• Lifting
Ownand
floating
100 t lifting
mobilecrane
craneswith
withup
lifttocapacities
•• Pier
ofcapacity
up to 8 tons

Rail-mounted
truck
with
88100
t load
capacity
floating crane
with
up to
t lifting
•• Own

2

carpentry and metal workshop
• Pipe-working,
of hulls
water jet systems for cleaning
•• High-pressure
Repair workshop with shaft-turning lathe up

•

of hulls
to 8000 mm length and 1500 mm diameter
Repair workshop with shaft-turning lathe up

•

Lofting floor

floorlength and 1500 mm diameter
• toLofting
8000 mm

excellence in ship & conversion
excellence in ship & conversion

Day: 6

Day: 7

Day: 8

Day: 10

After drying of the vessel same will be examined by the
Classification surveyor and shipyard representatives accompanied by our Superintendent on site. The condition
of the underwater parts will be examined; emphasis shall
be put on rudder and propeller, tailshaft, indents, damage,
paint-condition, corrosion, fractures, weldings and inlet and
outlet pipe-stubs. The Class surveyor will advise about defects which may affect class status and will discuss further
procedures.

During dry-dock also ship maintenance is done which can
normally be divided into HULL and ENGINE. The hull maintenance is mainly done in dry-dock, which includes examination of the hull, cleaning and repainting of the ship’s outside
hull and maybe also repairs. Common repairs to the hull
are steel renewals of dents or local corrosion, which may
be caused by collisions, during discharging / loading or from
grounding. Maintenance of decks and everything inside the
shell-plating is usually done by the ship’s crew.

BBC Skysails
Ship`s Basics

Engines

Type: Multi Purpose Tweendecker

Main Engine: MaK 8M43C, 3840 kW

Builder: Volharding Shipyards,

Aux.-Engines: 2 x diesel driven 335 kW

Harlingen
Classification: DNV GL 100 A5

Hatch and Hold

ERS DBC DG + MC AUT

Hatch and Hold: 2 Holds / Hatches

Dimensions & Main Data
Tonnage GT/NT: abt. 6,312 / 3,613

Hold form: boxshaped double
skinned, both holds fully open hatch

Deadweight (summer): abt. 9,821 mt

Capacity

Length o.a.: abt. 132,15 m

Cargo hold no. 1: 5,354 cbm

Length p.p.: abt. 124,56 m

Cargo hold no. 2: 7,468 cbm

Beam: abt. 15,87 m

At 14 mt: 333 TEU

Max. draft (summer): abt. 7,73m

Cargo Gear
SWL: 2 x 40 mt
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The following table points out the major works,
which are scheduled for an ordinary dry-dock:

Workflow during dry-dock

• Thrust bearing clearance to
be measured
• Tailshaft weardown to
be measured
• Stern tube seal renewal

• Docking
• Meeting Superintendent 		
and Shipyard / Project 		
Manager
• Meeting Superintendent 		
and Class Surveyor
• Start hull cleaning
• Get job list from Class 		
Surveyor

Works to be carried out on HULL

• Chain lockers to be opened,
cleaned and painted
• Anchor chains to be lowered,
high pressure washed, 		
calibrated and marked, maybe
renewed
• Bowthruster propeller to be
cleaned, grids to be removed
and cleaned as well
The propeller of the bowthruster
was removed and new sealing
was installed.
• Bowthruster to be retrofitted
to bio-oil as per US VGP
• All sealings were replaced and
bowthruster was assembled
and is back in working condition

• Hull under waterline to be
high pressure cleaned and
painted according to paint 		
specification
• Hull above waterline to be 		
rinsed by water and painted
according to paint specification
• Painting of draftmarks
• Opening, cleaning and
painting of all sea chests
• Sacrificial anodes on the
rudder, bowthruster tunnel 		
and sea chests to be replaced
by new ones (scope to be 		
discussed on site)
• Cleaning of both box-coolers
and pressure testing probably to be taken out of the
engine room for cleaning
• Water ballast tanks to be 		
opened, cleaned and painted if
necessary
• Rudder neck clearance to
be measured
• Propeller blade foot seals to
be replaced
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• Hatch covers proved to
be watertight
During Ultra Sonic Test it was
found that some parts of the 		
hatch covers are not closing 		
properly, therefore the crew was
instructed to prepare the hatch
covers in order to replace the
hatch cover rubber.
• Hull thickness measurement
to be done according Class 		
requirements
• Check crane wires and
exchange
• Hull repairs
• CO2 pressure test
The CO2 pressure test was 		
carried out by external Service
Company.

Engine maintenance is often done while the ship is in
operation, partly during the voyages. If maintenance items
which are too big, too difficult or which simply cannot be
done afloat, they will be done at shipyard and / or will be
done in port. Engine overhauls are pending on running
hours and not on Class schedule but sometimes they will
be preponed in order to combine them with a dry dock to
avoid additional off-hire times.

Works to be carried out on ENGINE

• All overboard valves to
be overhauled

On 5th of February 2018 at 15:10 hrs undock procedure
was started and all works on the hull were finished. While
leaving the dock M/V BBC Skysails got assistance by two
tugs. At 16:24 hrs M/V BBC Skysails departed from dry-dock
and shifted to a lay-by berth in order to finish the remaining
works like load tests of the cargo cranes etc.

• Heaters, boilers to be 		
opened for internal
inspection
• Shaft generator to be
overhauled
• The shaft generator was 		
removed and delivered to 		
external service company for
overhaul. Also the gearbox 		
was dismantled for checking 		
and overhaul.
• Gearbox was delivered to the
vessel after overhaul and was
connected to the shaft of the 		
main engine.
• Gearbox installation finished.

Works to be carried out after dry-dock alongside layby berth

• Class Survey machinery 		
tests
• Loadtest of Cargo Cranes
• External Company prepared 		
everything for the cargo 		
crane loadtest. The cargo
cranes lifted 10% more 		
than the “Safe working 		
load” under observation of
Class Surveyor; In this
case 44 mts. Load test
of both cranes was
successfully passed.

• Reduction gear PTO
bearings to be replaced
• Renewal of seawater pipes
• Luboil cooler to be opened 		
and cleaned
• Overhaul of Auxiliary Engine

• Returning of spare parts 		
to makers for overhaul or 		
to Warehouse

• The crankshaft was
installed. Cylinder liners 		
and pistons were inserted 		
by Service Technician.
• New Cylinder heads
installed on Aux Engine No. 2

• Turbocharger was installed
and all connections to
cooling system and oil 		
systems were made. After 		
that the Auxiliary Engine 		
was successfully started.

Before undocking the ship the presence of all plugs, grills,
anodes, inlet and outlet valves, manhole covers etc. have to
be checked. The vessel should leave the dock in the same
ballast condition as it has entered. Therefore some preparations have to be done like filling oils, ballast water and heating up of the main engine.

• Finalizing Class Certificates
and handing over to
Captain

After M/V BBC Skysails left BREDO Shipyard the Superintendent, who accompanied the dry-docking has to
do some additional administrative works in the office;
reports need to be filled out, pictures and invoices have
to be filed and recorded and spare parts have to be sent
out for overhauls.
As outlined above dry-docking a vessel is an exceptional
case for the Master, Crew, Superintendent and Inspection Assistants. Everything has to be planned and executed quite carefully and accurately from each party.

Herewith we also would like to thank the Master Oleg
Ukolov and the complete crew of M/V BBC Skysails
for their patience and support during dry-docking, to
Inspection Group No. 5 and also to Ralf Swart, who
supported us a lot with information for the article.
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Shaft Earthing Device
Damage to main bearings of 2-stroke engines due to spark erosion
As known from our Technical Circular T-067, the Main Engine (6S60MC-C) of one of our vessels suffered a severe
damage to crankshaft and bedplate. This damage occurred
due to failure of the main bearing. It was also mentioned in
the same circular, how many millions and months the repair
of the main engine cost. Below some information about investigations and repair process are explained:

was visible. After complete dismantling the bearing journal
was inspected and increased hardness and heat cracks on
the surface have been detected. In order to find out, if the
journal could still be repaired, a “window” was grinded on
the journal surface – after around 2 mm of grinding the
hardness dropped to normal and heat cracks disappeared.
It was decided to repair the crankshaft and saddle in situ.

The vessel was proceeding in a narrow channel with heavy
traffic when suddenly the LO pressure of ME dropped to
alarm value due to too high differential pressure (dP) of the
LO autofilter. Regretfully the vessel dropped anchor in very
inconvenient place and the crew opened the filter for investigations. After non-magnetic parts of the bearing inside the
oil filter have been found, there were no further doubts that
the ME should not be started again and further investigations were required.

Bearing turned in the housing

Damaged journal

Damaged lower shell

Damaged upper shell

Bearing metal parts from filters

Unfortunately the anchor could not hold the vessel in position due to strong current and muddy channel ground. The
Captain informed traffic control about the situation and
requested tug assistance. He was forced to heave up the
anchor and to proceed further to a better anchorage place.
The vessel sailed some more minutes with running engine.
During sailing many critical safety alarms were activated
(like oil mist in crankcase and LO pressure). Finally the anchor was dropped again and one tug could reach the vessel.
The vessel was towed to a safe harbor and investigations
started. When the crankcase was opened, failed bearing
was easily identified by burned paint around the bearing
saddle. The bearing was opened-up and found turned inside of the housing and heavy damage to journal and saddle
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Firstly, all connecting rods were dismantled, pistons with
piston rods fixed in TDC position and chains disconnected.
This has to be done in order to free the crankshaft from tensions, because it needs to be turned many-many times during repairs. All main bearings were dismantled and upper
shells of the bearings (unworn parts) were installed instead
of lower shells, in order to simulate position of crankshaft
with new bearings. In addition hand-lubricating system was
built for each bearing. Moreover, main journals, adjacent to
damaged one, were lifted additionally by shims under bearing shells. Thus straight line of crankshaft was established
and repairs started.

Hardness of journal too high

“Window” grinded in the journal

The Danish company Metalock was invited for repairs. They
installed a hydraulic milling cutter to machine the journal.
The shaft was turned continuously by a turning gear, while
cutter did its job. Finally, journal was machined to the size,
when hardness become normal and no more heat cracks
were visible, after that journal-webs fillets were machined
too. This was “the easiest” part of the job.
Bearing cap machined together with saddle

Needless to say that other bearings and complete LO system suffered due to huge amount of bearing metal and steel
in the system. The LO system had to be thoroughly flushed
(special filter cartridges were manufactured and installed
into the bypass LO filter for flushing procedure), LO cooler
was dismantled and cleaned, LO pumps were overhauled,
all (main, crankpin and crosshead) journals were polished,
all bearings were replaced and the turbocharger was overhauled as well.

Journal machining

Further main bearing cap (seating surfaces) was machined
too, in order to position it correctly before machining of the
saddle. Machining of the saddle took much more efforts: A
special cutter holder was bonded onto main journal for dozen of cutters, position and size of cutters could be changed
depending of repair progress. It is easy to type in this article,
but job itself required removal, installation and tightening
of bearing cap after each complete turn of the crankshaft
– cutters to be reinstalled to new position and changed to
bigger size after every third reinstallation.

Saddle machining tool

Finally the bearing saddle was machined too and measurements were taken for production of a temporary thickwalled white metal bearing. These measurements were sent
to a factory in South Korea and after three weeks a temporary bearing was produced. The production of the permanent tin-aluminum bearing took place six months after
repairs have been done.

Manual measurement of shaft
potential during sea trial

Inspection and dressing-up of
new bearing after sea trial

After completion of repairs, the vessel sailed for a sea trial
with further dismantling and inspection of new main bearing.
During a route cause analysis it was determined that spark
erosion caused the damage. This erosion occurs, when insufficient grounding of propeller shaft provided by shaft
earthing device. In this case shaft potential discharged
trough thinnest gap between crankshaft and main bearings
– it is the lower shell. Thus lower shell wears quickly and
top clearance of the bearing increases. The bigger top clearance – the more oil flows into the crankcase from upper
part of the bearing and the less oil admits to lower shell. In
addition, spark erosion increases roughness of the journal
and bearing, which will lead to local overheating due to absence of an oil film. In certain moment’s lack of oil and local
overheating’s could lead to loose of bearing metal parts and
bearing destruction develops dramatically fast.
We hope that you understand from this article, how important
such a simple device (shaft earthing) is. All measures for maintenance, performance check of shaft earthing device and also
preventive actions for early determination of main bearing
failures can be read in Technical Circulars T-067 and T-069.
Thank you for your attention!
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SHIPS IN OPERATION

NEW TO THE FLEET

New to the Fleet
M/V BBC Aquamarine, M/V BBC Citrine,
M/V BBC Amethyst, M/V BBC Emerald
Premium Project Carrier Vessels
12,780 DWT / 2 x 180 mt

M/V “BBC Aquamarine”

In 2015 respectively 2016 we already took over six vessels out
of this series of vessels.
In March and April this year also the remaining four vessels
have been taken over by Markus Cordes and colleagues.
M/V “BBC Aquamarine” was delivered on 13.03.2018 in Singapore, where also Hanns Bergmann was on site.
M/V “BBC Citrine” was delivered on 21.03.2018 in Masan and
M/V “BBC Amethyst” was taken over on 10th of April 2018 in
Singapore, where also Hanns Bergmann was onboard.

M/V “BBC Citrine”

M/V “BBC Emerald” was taken over on 18th of April 2018 by
Markus Cordes and Markus Schmidt in Greenore.
Now all vessels are under direct Briese Management and
responsible for these four vessels will be Inspection Group
1. The remaining six vessels will be handled by Inspection
Group 9.
These vessels are designed with forward superstructure
which allows loading high deck cargo as the visibility from
bridge will not be affected. In addition the crane capacity of
200 mt per crane gives flexibility and the 2-stroke engine allows the vessel to adjust the speed according to charterer’s
instruction as good as possible.

Ship`s Basics

Engines

Type: Premium Project Carrier

Main Engine: MAN 6 S46 MC-C with

Vessel Tweendecker

8280 kW

Builder: Jiangxi Jiangzhou Union

Aux.-Engines: 3 x 970 kW/440 V at 720

Shipbuilding, China

min. 1 Emergency of 330 kW/440 V at

Classification: GL + 100 A5 E3 BWM

1,800 min

IW DG, SOLAS II-2; Reg. 19 + MC AUT
E3, equipped for carriage of container,

Cargo Gear

equipped for transport of heavy cargo

2 x 400.00 mt + 1 x 80.00 mt NMF,

Dimensions & Main Data

SWL-Combinable 800.00 mt portside

Tonnage GT/NT: abt. 12,838 / 5,968

Container Capacity

Deadweight (summer): abt. 14,800 mt

Fitted with all modern equipment /

Length o.a.: abt. 153.44 m

fully GMDSS fitted

Length p.p.: abt. 146.35 m
Breadth: abt. 23.20 m

Accommodation

Depth to main deck: abt. 11.95 m

17 Cabins, Pilot Cabin, Sauna,
Recreation Room
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M/V “BBC Amethyst”

M/V “BBC Emerald”

TRAINING MARPOL – WEBINARS

MARPOL – Webinars
We all know how important the security
of nature is nowadays. No matter if
in private or in any
industry, environmental protection
became a key factor
in our life.

MARPOL is one of the fastest developing topics of the last few years. Furthermore the huge
number of involved parties leads to partly confusing regulations and situations. Nevertheless
the compliance with such codes decides if fleets
are successful in the market.
In order to create more exchange, we established the e-Mail: marpol@briese.de address
to which all questions, concerns, discussions
etc. can be sent.

classroom. With webcam and microphone or
via chat, you can follow the presenter and exchange questions and thoughts.
If you are interested in taking part to discuss
and ask your questions directly in such sessions, feel free to let your crewing agency know.
The webinars are accessible from anywhere
with a reliable internet connection. This way
you would not need to come to your crewing
agency, but could comfortably join from home
or anywhere else.

From the e-Mails that reached us last year we
created a training program called:
MARPOL – FAQ 2017
In a video seminar, MARPOL specialist and technical superintendent Oleg Azhmyakov gives
precise answers on all questions for instance
regarding USA SECA Zones or Panama Canal.
Next to this video seminar we also conduct webinars. Within these webinars we group around
twelve engineers from our fleet in a virtual

Screenshot of the webinar´s virtual classroom.
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TRAINING TABLE TOP EXERCISE

Table Top Exercise 2018
On board many exercises and drills have to
be conducted throughout the year. The crew
needs to practice emergency drills, fire drills,
man overboard drills and much more. It is significant to train such special scenarios in order
to be prepared in case of emergency.
Therefore not only our crew trains themselves
but also the office staff conducts an emergency
drill.
In order to obtain USCG and California drill
compliance we take part in a training/emergency seminar once per year. Our plan provider Gallagher Marine System (GMS) offers two
ways to comply with the regulations.
One option is to attend a seminar from GMS
where they are presenting the most important and latest changes of USCG regulations
and exercise different objectives in regards
to the PREP (Preparedness Response Exercise
Program). But only one person from the office
needs to attend this seminar. Thus it has been
discussed that it would be much better to include more people into this important topic.
In 2015 we have decided to make use of GMS’
second option and do the “Regulation Update
Seminar” in our office and train a real case scenario.
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After we have completed the first so called
“Table Top Exercise” in our office we noticed
that there is a much greater benefit out of it
instead of sending one person to a seminar.
The exercise gives us not only the opportunity
to fulfill the USCG regulations, we have also the
possibility to test our documentation systems,
knowledge and train an emergency case.
For the Table Top Exercise (TTX) one representative from GMS visits our office and presents
the latest changes and updates. Afterwards an
emergency drill takes place.
The emergency drill is conducted between an
office team, a selected vessel and our Qualified Individual (QI), GMS. Our office prepares
an emergency room, sets up a crisis team and
nominates a vessel which takes part in the drill.
Each year the participants and vessel change.

The exercise takes all parties through the initial
hours of an incident and what to expect from
the QI, USCG, State agencies, P&I, Salvage,
Charterer, Flag, Class, local agent and media
outlets. During the exercise the GMS office has
role-players that act as the above parties. All
included parties are informed that it is only a
drill but reactions and processing should be
handled like in reality. The drill reflects a real
scenario but as it is no real incident it can happen that some aspects may seem unrealistic at
that time. All attendees are instructed to deal
with this as realistic as possible.
The Briese team existed out of eight persons
and the participating vessel was M/V BBC
Rushmore.

tive from GMS took place. The complete drill,
reactions and execution of the exercise have
been discussed and analyzed.
As already mentioned above this TTX is a good
advantage for all of us. We have the chance
to train an emergency case, work in more detail with our Non-Tank Vessel Response Plan,
learn to deal with USCG requirements and reflect our own systems and improve it if necessary.
In this context we take the opportunity to
thank all vessels, crew and our colleagues who
participated until now. Furthermore we thank
Gallagher Marine System for their time, help,
assistance and organization of the exercises.

Briefly summarized this year GMS picked a
scenario were the vessel collided with a barge,
resulting in a hole in the hull, a damaged tank
and loss of oil. Furthermore two crew members have been injured and the vessel was
drifting, because the anchor failed. The vessel, the Briese crisis team and all other parties
tried to solve the situation as fast as possible.
During the exercise the situation even worsened as the vessel got a list of 4.1°, oil spill
increased and another crew member fell overboard.
After completion of the drill a verbal debriefing with the Briese team and the representa-
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CARGO IN FOCUS

BRIESE CHARTERING

Arranging safety on Cruise Vessels
Briese Chartering being involved in the safety of new built
cruise vessels - how could that fit? Anybody might be asking
this question, picturing those big, very well and high-standard equipped ships carrying thousands of people around
enjoying their vacation. Well - on first view, it could never fit.
And still, it is indeed true that vessels in service with Briese
Chartering are actually involved in such kind of stories.
But let´s go to the start - explaining how such story works out.
Already some years ago, Mr. Roelf Briese was contacted
by one of his friends, Mr. Peter Hatecke. He is running a
producing factory for lifeboats which later are installed on
big cruise vessels and ships of every kind, in Ruthenstrom/
Drochtersen, a village along the river Elbe. The company
also builds free-fall boats and davit systems. Mr. Hatecke
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was looking for a reliable partner, shipping his new built lifeboats to Italian shipyards, building cruise ships.
It goes without saying that Mr. Briese wanted to grab the
chance at once. Learning that Mr. Hatecke did not want to
organize expensive pre-transports towards bigger ports,
but would really appreciate to load his high valued cargo
directly at the center of his factory, Roelf Briese proposed
the small tonnage of Briese Chartering. Some weeks containing of negotiations, technical discussions about the
boats, lashing arrangements etc. until the first shipment
could start.
As it can be seen on the different pictures, the lifeboats are
quite big and can accommodate up to 314 people at once.
Even then, up to 20 boats are needed to equip the big cruise

vessels built at Fincantieri and other shipyards. In respect of
stowage and accommodation of the boats on board, some
requirements must be fulfilled. Usually, the lifeboats are
loaded side by side with their forward part showing to the
carrying vessel´s fore part.
Due to draft restrictions at Ruthenstrom/Krautsand, only
M/V Schillplate and M/V Cimbris types are able to load at
this small pier and capable to accommodate all cargo. The
pier is reachable with high tides only and requires daylight
navigation; however, thanks to the experts from Hatecke
and Messrs. ElbClearing, agent in charge for cargo operations, everything is always running very smoothly!
Now, in 2018, we are proud in telling that still, we can continue to ship lifeboats of company Hatecke on regular basis.
A trustful co-operation has been established and everybody
at Briese Chartering is happy to perform and be a part of
this important task. Furthermore, it is always good to work
so close together with producing companies. Requirements
and special wishes can be put into reality at once and if any
problem occurs, Briese Chartering as performing company
gets informed at the center of action, i.e. in the loading port.

And still, we as those people sitting in the office, coordinating and organizing all day long, could never perform our
work without you - the master, officers and crew on board.
You are the ones taking care of the cargo - and being closely
together with our customers. For your great work in keeping
the vessels in good shape and in offering the most convenient service to our customers, we as on-shore crew of Briese
Chartering want to express a big “Thank you!” to all of you!
So if anybody of you will ever enjoy vacation on one of the
cruise vessels being equipped with Hatecke boats - you can
be well aware that Briese Chartering might have been involved!
Enjoy your holidays on the cruise vessels, having in
mind that Briese is taking care about your safety also
during vacation.
On the other hand also Briese Schiffahrt relies on Hatecke
safety products. Many vessels of Briese fleet are equipped
with Hatecke free-fall-lifeboats and rescue boats. Thus,
herewith we also say a big “Thank you!” to a reliable partner
in questions of safety and lifesaving equipment.
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CARGO IN FOCUS

BBC

Impressive Triple at
Manchester Terminal,
Houston.

“Last Christmas” certainly held a special meaning for the crews of M/V BBC Amethyst,
M/V BBC Pearl and M/V BBC Moonstone as they met at one of the world’s business project
hubs, the Manchester Terminal in Houston.
One can imagine the chances that three vessels of the same type meet at the same time at the
same place just before Christmas 2017 are quite low. Enjoy the impressive sight.
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ENTERTAINMENT

ON BOARD IMPRESSION

M/V BBC Congo in port of Emden, discharging one

On Board Impressions

heavylift unit to a barge. The picture was taken by
office staff Jann Peters with a drone.

The sunset in Bothnia Bay seen from bridge of M/V Ameland

M/V BBC Sapphire is

and documented by our 3rd Officer Sergiy Rudenko.

loading a push boat
with own cargo gear
in Amsterdam for
discharging in Nueva
Palmira. The photo was
taken by our Master
Rogelio Seli.

M/V BBC Kibo loading heavylifts in
Antwerp. The picture was taken by
BBC Port Captain Janto Thiemens.

For more regular updates feel free to visit
our Briese Crew Management Blog reachable under following link:
http://briesecrewmanagement.blogspot.de/
Your support is also welcome so if you have
nice and interesting pictures you would like
to share feel free to send them to following
E-Mail address:
hannes.koeppl@briese-crewing.com
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ENTERTAINMENT
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Briese Schiffahrts GmbH & Co. KG
Hafenstr. 12
D-26789 Leer
E-Mail: info@briese.de
Internet: www.briese.de

We are thankful for any kind of thoughts,
comments, questions, ideas etc. Please send us an
E-Mail: BrieseNews@briese.de
Attention: Sandra Sürken, Jann Peters,
Benjamin Conrad
Briese News is an Internal Newsletter which should
provide our fleet with needful information from and about us as well as
information we received from other companies, authorities, societies,
organization and whatsoever should be brought to everybodys knowledge!
All details are given in good faith and without guarantee.

